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The underground 
cavern at point-1 for
the ATLAS Detector
Length = 55 m
Width = 32 m
Height = 35 m
 LHC pp collisions @ √ s=14 TeV ATLAS (+CMS) detector optimised for l’s,γ’s, 
b-jets,jets,measurements with the SM and beyond
 Rapidity  : |η|< 2.5 (l’s, γ’s)    |η|< 5 (jets)
 Momenta : soft to 5 TeV
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November 2007First collisions
31 August 2007Machine closed
March 2007Last magnet installed**
December 2006Last magnet tested
October 2006Last magnet delivered*
Milestones for the machine
(Presented by CERN to SPC and Council 23-6-06)
Full commissioning to 7 TeV during shut-down of winter 2007/8
Physics Run @ √ s =14TeV : Spring 2008
* >90% of magnets already delivered












To be installed 




EM: Pb-Ar (barrel) (filled with 45kl LAr)





Inner detector (tracking) 
SCT + Si pixels +
TRD with straws for e/π discrimination
Took cosmics




• Measure momenta from ~5 GeV to few TeV
• Trigger on muons (+BC)
• Identify muons
• Physics channels: 
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Muon spectrometer +Inner detector
Δp/p <10%
up to 1 TeV
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Monitored Drift Tubes ( |η| < 2 )
with a single wire resolution of 80 μm
1194 chambers, 5500m2
GREECE  constructed 12%
Cathode Strip Chambers (2 < |η| < 2.7)
at higher  particle fluxes
32 chambers, 27 m2
Resistive Plate Chambers (|η| < 1.05)
with a good time resolution of 1 ns
1136 chambers, 3650 m2
Thin Gap Chambers (1.05 < |η| < 2.4)
at higher particle fluxes







Determine Trigger segments ROI in η,φ of width (δη,δφ)
Overview of muon trigger
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Matching with the inner tracks
and combined fit
I Muon system as tracker
 standalone Muon system 
 combination of muon and ID track
 Eloss-calorimeter
II Muon system as tagger
 starting point is ID track
 muon identification by extrapolation 
and matching to muon segments/hits
III Calorimetry tagging
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PRECISION CHAMBERS (380,000 MTD tubes)+CSC’s





The Greek Tracking Muon Chambers (BIS)
The three Greek Laboratories:
Barrel Inner Small Chambers
• University of Athens (UoA)                             
MDT tube assembly
• National Technical University of Athens(NTUA)
Quality Assurance/Quality Control of MDT tubes
• Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTh)  
MDT chamber assembly and test
Transverse view of the Muon
Spectrometer
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The tube wiring table at UoA (start 1998)
The finished product!!











Side C ->till end 2006
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Cosmic rays at station 13 (feet)
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Let’s look at some examples of
expected physics  performance 
during the first years
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LHC machine scenario:
Nov 2007 : pp collisions at √s= 900 GeV @ 10 29 cm-2sec-1
April 2008 : two beam-collisions (low luminosity)
End 2008 : accumulate few fb-1
Assume: 10 pb-1 /month @1030
100pb-1/few days @ 1032 (eff~50%)
1-10 fb-1/year
Assume: 6*106 sec/year (duty factor 20%)




End 2007 running :pp collisions @ √ s=900 GeV
L~1029cm-2s-1
30% data taking 
efficiency included
(machine+detector)
Very few W, Z’s,  mainly detector commissioning,




2008 running : pp collisions @ √ s= 14TeV
L~1030     32 cm-2s-1
Expect few fb-1 at the end of 2008
Statistics of 
Tevatron now
One month @1030 Few days @1032











































tt →WbWb → μν+X
bb → μν +X
Minimum bias










H → ZZ(*) → 4 leptons











“golden channel ” for the Higgs discovery at LHC
Simulation of  H → μμ ee in ATLAS 
Simulation of  H → μμμμ
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SM Higgs at the LHC 
(several production/decay channels)
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 For the mass range mH ~ 115-130 GeV
three channel combination (each about 2σ)
LOW MASS Difficult region !!! 
1. H→ γγ S/B ~10-2 (excellent calorimetry)
σ/m <1%
2. H→ ttH (WH,ZH) with H → bb (b-tagging,                                                        
4 b jets) hadronic transverse mass 
resolution
3. qqH → qqττ VBF  (jets over ιηι< 5 



















 For the mass range 130 < mH < 180GeV, the Higgs decays to:
¾H→ W W*→ ll ν ν ( ETmiss)
¾qqH→qqττ (ll+ l-had)
























(low-rate BUT very 
clean)
Good lepton 
efficiency +good mass 
resolution
For mH > 2mZ early discovery with:
other:
H→ W W→lνlν (counting)
CMS+ATLAS
Keep in mind that according to SM 
mH <166 GeV (Moscow conference)!!!
NEW!!
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Reducible : gg, qq→ tt → WbWb, with W 
→ μ ν
Reducible : gg →(Z/γ*)bb, with (Z/γ*) →
2 µ
Irreducible qq →(Z/γ*)(Z*/ γ*) → 2µ2τ
Irreducible qq →(Z/γ*)(Z*/ γ*) → 4μ
gg → H → 4μ (m=180 GeV)
gg → H → 4μ (m=150 GeV)
gg → H → 4μ (m=130 GeV)
5.73 x1035.73 x103
22.4 x10322.4 x103
45.76 (1.3 factor account for 
missing gg→ ZZ)
35.2





0.682 (gg fusion+VBF )0.535
H → 4μ BR*σ (fb)
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ATLAS discovery potential in 3 yrs low L
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mH > 114.4 GeV
here discovery “easy”







 Dead/hot channels, dead material
 Calibration and alignment tracker (20μm few months)+ μ chambers
¾ Run beforehand with cosmics, single beam
(106events/3 months, beam-gas 107events/2months)
¾ Muon energy scale (Z→μμ ) (5*104 needed → few days @1032 ) 
¾ Electron energy scale ( Z→ee) EM calorimeter (105events 
+uniformity)
¾ Jet energy scale  (tt →WbWb → blν bjj) hadron calorimeter
¾ Measure cross-sections  : minimum bias, underlying event,
QCD jets, DY,W,Z,tt ~   10-20% (10%  from L)
¾ Measure t mass (~few GeV)
¾ B-tagging from top decays (4 high pT jets)
What do we need fast? (1)
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Statistics available:
100 Hz events to tape            107 events to tape /3 days
103events/day after cuts
1 PB of data /year/experiment
Measure standard SM processes to get to understand
the detector and get an estimate of background
“today’s physics is tomorrow’s background (top,bb,W/Z)
Need σ/m~ 1% on  e,μ and small tails
90% e, μ efficiency even at low pT




What do we need fast?(2)
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When all this has been done (after one year…)
• Get better accuracies (mass scales etc)
• Look for more rare processes
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Minimal mixing mh <116 GeV
fully explored by LEP
Full exploitation requires 100fb-1
Difficult region  :
3<tanβ<10 and 120<MA<220 GeV
Intermediate tanβ region :
only h detectable
How about MSSM Higgs (h,H,A)??
A large variety of channels (MSUSY>1TeV)
ONE YEAR
mh< 135 GeV
mA~mH at large mA
H/A → μμ :Very clean for
first year(s) 
(see talk of M.Milosavljevic)
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Conclusions
With a bit of luck and a lot of hard work 
everything will be under control 
(experiments + machine) 
with ~ 1fb-1
The intermediate Higgs mass region will be 
covered
 1 TeV SUSY will show up (if any)
 1 TeV Z’ will be discovered (if any)
 etc etc








width (tube length) : 83-494 cm
length : 90-216 cm
Tube : Al,  30 mm φ,  0.4 mm  wall
Wire : 50 μm, W/Re alloy (97/3)
Gas : Ar/CO2 (93%/7%) at 3 bar
Gas gain :  2x104 at 3080 V
Maximum drift time :  ~ 700 ns





























TRT wheels + CSC’s
MDT’s
HLT (trigger)
Effect (loss in 
significance)
Main impact expectedStaged items
Need 20% more L
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5-σ Discovery Contour for H+
Set A
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